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Skills and Activities Ideas 
 

Please find below a range of ideas that you may find to helpful. It is not an exhaustive list and may just trigger 

your own ideas. You and your child are welcome to email me with your child’s progress, preferably with 

photographs. Please feel free to look at other class pages for ideas. You need to find activities that work for 

your child. It is important to note that we do not want these tasks to be detrimental to family life so please 

do not feel pressure to carry them out. 

Encourage your child to use their thinking skills (please see Thinking Skills (core and higher level) and PSHE&C 

whole school page) to carry out the tasks with increasing independence.  

 Sorting washing, use of the washing machine/ dryer, folding clothes, putting away clothes. 

 Preparing and cooking food or make routine food such as toast at breakfast. Develop stirring, juicing, 

cutting, slicing, grating, skills. 

 Make hot (warm) drinks for family members. 

 Cleaning and tidying- work tops, cupboards, mirrors, mopping, vacuuming, washing up, dusting, cushions, 

closing/ opening curtains, bins, recycling. 

 Answer the phone or make a phone call / video chat, to give a message, have a conversation, share what 

they have eaten, watched etc. 

 If you are able to get out in the garden and rake, sweep, weeding, tidy up. 

 Look after a family pet. 

 Watch films / read Roald Dahl and David Walliams stories and discuss the theme of horrible adults and 

lovely main child character (character traits). Can describe the characters and what they do, predict what 

may happen next. (Also to stress that it is imaginary and does not happen in real life!). 

 Play a game to develop sharing, remembering, planning, turning taking, waiting skills. 

 Write notes, lists, messages, instructions, email, text messages, practice writing their name etc. 

 Choose clothes for the day based on the weather and get dressed themselves. Could give a challenge to 

imagine they are going to an event and get dressed for it. 

 Set the table, clear the table. 

 You could encourage them to have a jobs list and maybe even earn pocket money. 

 Load, turn on and empty the dishwasher. 

 Look through books for specific words i.e. in a familiar story book key words. 

 Search story time for kids/ stories read aloud on YouTube and your child can follow if they have the book or 

just enjoy the story ie Snail and the Whale; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hheolVGZVvs 

 Do art related to the weather, interests, and seasonal events- ideas on Pinterest or Happy Hooligan. The 

Pound Shop and Wilko are great for art materials. Could make / use Play Dough to make a plate of 

favourite food / shapes / people. Could dye dried tube pasta and thread, sequence, count. 

 Make a Happy Board / Box (just a collecting of items, images, words of things that make you happy). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hheolVGZVvs


 Cosmic Kids Yoga Bugs (it’s not a link to the video we use but it’s similar) 

https://www.youtube.com/results?sp=mAEB&search_query=cosmic+kidsYoga+Bugs+ 

 Create a circuit- count number of push-ups/ sit ups, start jumps, running on the spot in 30 seconds. 

 Watch CBBC Newsround with your child (you may need to watch it first as sometimes the stories aren’t 

relevant), commentate to reinforce understanding of the news story and then discuss views on the story 

i.e. would you like to take part in that dog sled race? Why?  

 Comment (on weather, what’s out the window, in a photo), answer questions, follow instructions linked to 

the tasks above. 

 Count (squares in house, grey items etc), sort, sequence linked to the tasks above, could record things 

counted ie how many cups in the dishwasher etc. 

 

Kind regards, 

Erika and College Staff Team 

https://www.youtube.com/results?sp=mAEB&search_query=cosmic+kidsYoga+Bugs+

